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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a robust distracter-resistant track-
ing approach by learning a discriminative metric that adaptively learns
the importance of features on-the-fly. The proposed metric is elaborately
designed for the tracking problem by forming a margin objective func-
tion which systematically includes distance margin maximization and
reconstruction error constraint that acts as a force to push distracters
away from the positive space and into the negative space. Due to the
variety of negative samples in the tracking problem, we specifically intro-
duce the similarity propagation technique that gives distracters a second
force from the negative space. Consequently, the discriminative metric
obtained helps to preserve the most discriminative information to sepa-
rate the target from distracters while ensuring the stability of the opti-
mal metric. We seamlessly combine it with the popular L1 minimization
tracker. Our tracker is therefore not only resistant to distracters, but also
inherits the merit of occlusion robustness from the L1 tracker. Quantita-
tive comparisons with several state-of-the-art algorithms have been con-
ducted in many challenging video sequences. The results show that our
method resists distracters excellently and achieves superior performance.

Keywords: Visual tracking, distracter, distance metric, similarity
propagation.

1 Introduction

Visual tracking plays a key role in many computer vision applications, such
as video surveillance, automatic control, and human computer interaction, and
intensive studies have therefore been conducted for over 50 years. Designing a
robust tracker is a challenging task due to the extremely varied factors, such as
illumination, rotation, occlusion, and background clutter. Fortunately, numerous
tracking algorithms have been invented to overcome these difficult problems and
provide many inspiring ideas [3] [19] [23].

Most of the existing tracking algorithms employ the Euclidean distance met-
ric for template matching; for example, the tracking result of the L1 tracker [23]
is the candidate that has the minimum reconstruction error, while the error is
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 1. Some examples of distracters. Red windows highlight the tracking objects,
while green windows are the areas which have the greatest similarity to the objects
(calculated by Euclidean distance) and can easily be locked onto.

defined as the Euclidean distance between the target candidate and the recon-
structed image using target templates. Euclidean distance is independent of the
input data and hence weights features equally. This is problematic, especially
when tracking the target in cluttered and distractive scenes. Distracters that
have a similar appearance to the target constantly emerge from the background.
When the target undergoes appearance change, the Euclidean distance between
the target and the distracters can be smaller than the distance between the
target and its templates. Fig. 1 (c) and (d) illustrate this problem. In this sce-
nario, we track a multi-pose tiger doll (target) against a cluttered background
in which the tiger and the board (distracter, marked by green rectangle) in the
background are similar in appearance. When the tiger moves in the sequential
frames and experiences out-of-plane rotation or transformation, the initial target
becomes closer to the board in terms of appearance. Consequently, the tracker
locks onto the board and obtains an inaccurate update in the target template
set. This phenomenon frequently happens in the tracking process and there-
fore many trackers fail to achieve a satisfactory performance. This motivates us
to learn the optimal distance metric that takes into account the second order
statistics, i.e. the covariance information carried by a collection of data, and
assigns proper weights to features so that the learned metric can differentiate
the target from distracters in the background. Since a suitable distance metric
encodes the geometric information of the data distribution and improves the
performance of learning algorithms, learning a distance metric has attracted in-
tensive attention. In recent years, dozens of algorithms have been developed for
different purposes, such as Locally Linear Embedding (LLE) [26] and Laplacian
Eigenmaps (LE) [5]. However, existing distance metric learning approaches are
not specifically designed for visual tracking and thus cannot solve problems en-
countered in tracking. In particular, positive samples for representing the target
are usually scarce and are embedded in either a compact space or a local di-
mensional manifold (considering the transformation, rotation and illumination
changes). In contrast, negative samples collected from the background are mas-
sive and various in visual tracking, and may contain samples (distracters) that
are visually similar to the positive samples.

In this paper, we solve the distracter problem by developing a dual-force met-
ric learning algorithm that adaptively learns the importance of features. The
metric is learned from image patches sampled from both the foreground and
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background. By incorporating distracters into the negative sample space, the
metric automatically adjusts weights for different features to best differentiate
the target from distracters. Since the old distracters can move out of view, and
since new distracters may appear, the metric will adapt itself to the new envi-
ronment by adding new distracters to the training samples. In particular, the
proposed metric is induced from three functional parts which are 1) the margin
maximization for enlarging the distance between the target and distracters, 2)
the similarity propagation for simultaneously connecting distracters with neg-
ative samples and the target with positive samples, and 3) the neighborhood
embedding for characterizing the local geometry of positive samples. The first
two functional parts form the dual force to push distracters away from pos-
itive samples. The problem can be efficiently solved by employing eigenvalue
decomposition. The dual-force metric can be seamlessly combined with the L1
tracker to take advantage of both the descriptive power of L1 minimization and
the discriminative power of the metric. Our tracker is thus not only resistant
to distracters, but also inherits the merit of occlusion robustness from the L1
minimization.

2 Related Work

Existing tracking algorithms can be generally classified into two groups: gener-
ative methods or discriminative methods. Generative trackers [4] [14] [25] try to
build an appearance model to represent the tracking target. In this framework,
tracking can be seen as a search for the candidate with the greatest similarity to
the target. Template models are learned or updated to capture the appearance
changes in consecutive frames. Though generative trackers often have better de-
scriptive power and demand a small training set, they only focus on the target
domain and never consider the impact of the background, which makes it diffi-
cult for them to survive in a cluttered scene with distracters present, as shown
in Fig. 2 (a).

In contrast to generative trackers, discriminative methods formulate tracking
as a classification problem. They utilize both the foreground and background
information and train a classifier online to extract the target from the back-
ground [2] [3]. In [3], Babenko et al. introduced the Multiple Instance Learning
(MIL) method to overcome the ambiguous labeling problem in the tracking pro-
cedure. However, these models are vulnerable when drifting or occlusion occurs,
since unexpected results are put into training, which may ruin the classification
models. Because of the respective merits of generative and discriminative meth-
ods, Yu et al. [31] proposed a hybrid algorithm which simultaneously maintains
these two types of models and co-trains them incrementally to adapt the ob-
ject appearance variations. Other algorithms also solve the tracking problem by
adaptively learning a discriminative metric [30] [16]. Fig. 2 (b) shows the mutual
effects of training samples in these methods. Recently, Mei et al. [23] proposed
a new generative L1 tracker based on sparse representation which is solved by
employing L1 minimization with non-negativity constraints. Promising results
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 2. Mutual effects of negative and positive samples in different methods: (a) Typ-
ical generative trackers, which only focus on the positive space. Some patches from
the background that are similar to the target may be selected. (b) Most discriminative
methods, which only create mutual effects between positive and negative space. Some
negative samples are pushed away from positive samples during optimization, while
some hard negative samples may be still near the positive space. (c) Our metric. Dis-
tances between positive and negative samples are maximized. Similarity is propagated
in the negative space and therefore connections are built between samples to effectively
separate positive and negative samples.

have been reported and some extensions have followed [20] [21] [24]. Although
taking advantage of sparse representation helps the L1 tracker to overcome many
challenging issues like occlusion, it is still fragile in resisting distracters in many
tracking scenarios. Our method is also related to the works in [10] [16] [12]. In
[10], distracters are detected and tracked along with the target in the sequence
to prevent the tracker from drifting. This can add significant computational ex-
pense as the number of distracters increases in a cluttered background. Jiang et
al. [16] presented a new tracking approach that incorporates an adaptive met-
ric into a differential tracking method. It obtains a closed-form solution to the
motion estimation of the moving object. To overcome the spatial distractions,
Fan et al. [12] search the attention regions (ARs) with discriminative power for
Hough voting-based tracking. Moreover, an alternative class of approaches to
the distracter challenge is presented in [7] [8] [9] [27] [15] [11]; these approaches
make use of richer feature sets and focus on salient features. In [9], canonical
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) is applied to an extended feature set to
find discriminative features for meanshift-based tracking. Our work is mostly
different from theirs in the formulation and original inspiration. We focus on
designing a superior metric which well utilizes the information in the tracking
procedure and can be seamlessly integrated into generative methods like [23].
Our method adds distracters to the negative sample space through similarity
propagation and prevent them from being selected as the target during the
tracking process. In the objective function of our metric, each negative sample
can be regarded as receiving one force from the positive space (implemented by
margin maximization) and another force from the negative space (implemented
by similarity propagation). Therefore, we call our tracker the Dual-Force Metric
Learning-based Distracter-Resistant Tracker (DFMLDR).
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3 Dual-Force Metric Learning

In many generative methods, the similarity between a tracking candidate u and
its approximation v using a combination of target templates is measured by
Euclidean distance d as

d2 = ||v− u||22, (1)

By introducing a measure matrix G to (1) as

d2 =‖ v− u ‖2Σ�0= (v− u)TΣ(v− u), (2)

(2) includes (1) as a special case by setting Σ to the identity matrix I. The
Euclidean metric treats different features equally and assumes that different
features are independent of one another. Apparently, the Euclidean metric is
not optimal for visual tracking. Since Σ � 0 is symmetric and positive semi-
definite, then (1) can be rewritten as

d2 = (v− u)TUUT (v− u), (3)

where Σ = UUT , and UT can be regarded as the projection matrix.
In this paper, we learn an effective projection matrix UT that 1) maximizes

the margin between positive and negative samples, 2) propagates similarities for
simultaneously connecting distracters with negative samples and the target with
positive samples, and 3) embeds the neighborhood information to incorporate the
local geometry of positive samples. In contrast to the proposed dual-force metric,
Li et al. [20] replaced UT with a hashing matrix for reducing the computational
cost.

3.1 Dual-Force Formulation

Margin Maximization. We divide the training samples X = {x1,x2, · · · ,xn}
into two sets: X+ = {x1,x2, · · · ,xnp} includes np positive samples from the
target, and X− = {x1,x2, · · · ,xnn} contains nn negative samples from the
background, where n = np + nn. Analogous to [6] [29], we define the margin
maximization by maximizing the average distance between positive and nega-
tive samples and minimizing the average distance between positive samples in
the transformed space

U∗ = argmax
U

1

np × nn

∑

xi∈X+

∑

xj∈X−

‖ UT (xi − xj) ‖2 −

λ

np × np

∑

xi∈X+

∑

xj∈X+

ci,j ‖ UT (xi − xj) ‖2,
(4)

where ci,j is set as exp(− ‖xi−xj‖2

σ ) according to Laplacian Eigenmaps (LE) [5]
for locality preservation, λ ≥ 0 is the margin factor.
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The distance maximization tries to find the most discriminative features be-
tween the target and distracters and thus enables our tracker to resist the se-
lection of distracters. However, as we can see from (4), there is no restraint on
the negative samples. More specifically, the margin maximization (4) only tries
to maximize average pairwise distances among the positives and the negatives,
while there is no reason to preserve the manifold of the negative space. Since
negative samples collected from the background are massive and various, some
negative samples from distracters can still be close to the positive space. Besides,
although the collected positive samples come from the target space, they can be
corrupted by noise or occlusions. We therefore consider similarity propagation
to enhance the robustness.

Similarity Propagation. To obtain a more reliable distance metric for track-
ing, we should give more restraint to each sample. One common way to build
the pairwise connection is to develop the neighborhood information by neigh-
borhood preserving, so we begin by introducing a k-neighbor graph, which can
be denoted by the neighborhood indicator matrix

Nk
i,j =

{
1, xj is the k nearest neighbor of xi

0, otherwise
, (5)

Note that Nk is an asymmetric matrix and Nk
i,i = 0 for i = 1, · · · , n. Then the

original neighborhood preserving can be formulated as

U∗ = argmin
U

1

2

n∑

i,j=1

Nk
i,j ‖ UT (xi − xj) ‖2, (6)

Although the above formula (6) tries to preserve neighborhood information, the
setting of k is a problem. If k is large, it does not emphasize the more similar pairs
in the k neighborhood, whereas if k is small, only limited connections are built.
We therefore apply similarity propagation to build more connections according
to the different pairwise similarity, and achieve a better result. The similarity
propagation follows the general propagation scheme [22], [32] and is related to
the spreading activation networks [28] and diffusion framework [18].

In (5), the Nk
i,j can be considered as indicating the pairwise similarity between

samples xi and xj . Let us first set k = 2 to find the nearest neighbors in the
respective set and build a strong similarity matrix S = N2∗ (we denote it as N2∗
other than N2, since it does not find the nearest neighbors in the whole set) .
We then set k = 6 to build a weak similarity matrix C = N6. Since we wish
to build as many connections as possible, we propagate the strong similarity to
all samples using the weak similarity and with the aim of learning an intrinsic
similarity matrix N∗.

Before the propagation, we set all diagonal entries of S to 1. Now we regard
any Si,j = 1 in S as original positive energies, and we expect to propagate them
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Fig. 3. Figures to illustrate the effect of similarity propagation. (a) Without negative
samples, the tracker locks onto the distracter (highlighted by dashed rectangle window).
(b) to (h) Iteration of similarity propagation. The distracter is linked by other negative
samples when convergence is reached. The cyan points denote the center locations of
negative samples.

to other entries where Si,j = 0 following the paths built in the weak similarity
matrix C. The propagation procedure can be formulated as [22]

S
(t+1)
i = (1 − α)S(0) + α

∑ns

j=1 Ci,jS
(t)
j∑ns

j=1 Ci,j
, (7)

where S
(t)
i denotes the ith row of S(t), where t = 0, 1, · · · is the time stamp, α

is the trade-off parameter and the initial state S(0) = S. Let P = D−1C as the
well-known transition probability matrix in Markov random walk models, where
D is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries equal the sums of corresponding
row elements in C, i.e., Di,i =

∑n
j=1 Ci,j , then (7) can be rewritten as

S(t+1) = (1− α)S(0) + αPS(t), (8)

Since 0 < α < 1 and all entries in S(0) are less than one, the convergence can be
reached. It can be obtained by

S∗ = lim
t→∞S(t) = (1− α)(I − αP )−1S(0), (9)

Note that S∗ we obtain here is asymmetric, so we simply symmetrize it and
remove small values of the symmetrized matrix to build our final similarity
matrix N∗, i.e.,

N∗ = [
S∗ + S∗T

2
]≥θ, (10)

in which the operator [S]≥θ zeros out the entries of S whose absolute values are
smaller than 0 < θ < 1. The effect of similarity propagation is shown in Fig. 3.
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Then, we can replace Nk in (6) with N∗ and add the similarity restraint to
(4). Finally, we get the objective function of our distance metric:

U∗ = argmax
U

1

np × nn

∑

xi∈X+

∑

xj∈X−

‖ UT (xi − xj) ‖2 −

λ

np × np

∑

xi∈X+

∑

xj∈X+

ci,j ‖ UT (xi − xj) ‖2 −

β

n× n

∑

xi∈X

∑

xj∈X
N∗

i,j ‖ UT (xi − xj) ‖2,

(11)

where β ≥ 0 is the margin factor. After adding the similarity propagation con-
straint, each negative sample can be regarded as being affected by two different
types of forces. One force is from the positive space and pushes them into the
negative space, while the other force is from the negative space and drags them
into the negative space. Corrupted positive samples, such as targets with strong
occlusion, may build connections with negative samples during the similarity
propagation procedure and be dragged into the negative space. This helps to
enhance the robustness of the obtained metric.

To solve the objective function, we first build a unified matrix M , in which
each entry Mi,j encodes a pairwise weighting factor in (11). This can easily be
obtained by building a weighting matrix separately for each part and then adding
them, as

Mi,j =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

βN∗
i,j

n×n +
λci,j

np×np
, xi,xj ∈ X+

βN∗
i,j

n×n , xi,xj ∈ X−
βN∗

i,j

n×n + 1
np×nn

, others

, (12)

Then, we rewrite (11) as

U∗ = argmax
U

1

2

∑

xi∈X

∑

xj∈X
Mi,j ‖ UT (xi − xj) ‖2

= argmax
U

tr[UTX(H −M)XTU ]

= argmax
U

tr[UTXLXTU ]

= argmax
U

tr[UTAU ],

(13)

where H is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal entry equals the sum of the corre-
sponding row elements in M , i.e., Hi,i =

∑n
j=1 Mi,j , L = (H −M) is known as

the graph Laplacian, and A = XLXT .

3.2 Reconstruction Error Constraint

Since many generative tracking algorithms utilize combination of templates to
reconstruct the target model, and the geometry of positive samples should be
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preserved in the measure space, we apply reconstruction error constraint to posi-
tive samples X+. According to Neighborhood Preserving Embedding (NPE) [13],
we minimize the reconstruction error for xi to obtain the neighbor reconstruction
weight wi,j of xj , i.e.,

wi,j = argmin
wi,j

np∑

i=1

‖ xi −
∑

1≤j 
=i≤np

wijxj ‖2, (14)

This imposes
∑

1≤j 
=i≤np
wi,j = 1, then where Cm,n = (xi − xm)T (xi − xn) is

known as the local Gram matrix, 1 ≤ j �= i ≤ np and wi,i = 0.
In the measure space, we use wi,j to reconstruct UTxi and minimize the

reconstruction error, as

U∗ = argmin
U

np∑

i=1

‖ UTxi −
∑

1≤j 
=≤np

wijU
Txj ‖2

= argmin
U

tr[UTXp(I −WT )(I −WT )TXpU ]

= argmin
U

tr(UTBU),

(15)

where B = Xp(I −WT )(I −WT )TXp.
To combine (13) with (15), we have the final metric objective function as

U∗ = argmax
U

tr(UTAU)− γ(UTBU)

= argmax
U

tr[UT (A− γB)U ]

= argmax
U

tr(UTC0U),

(16)

where γ is the margin factor, and C0 = (A − γB). By imposing UTU = Id,
we obtain U by applying the standard eigenvalue decomposition on C0, and
the solution comprises the d largest eigenvectors associated with the d largest
eigenvalues.

4 Distracter-Resistant Tracker

In this section, we begin with a brief review of the L1 minimization framework.
We then introduce the integration of our Dual-force distance metric and L1
framework to develop our robust distracter-resistant tracker.

4.1 L1 Minimization Tracking

In the L1 tracking framework [23], the appearance of an target object y is as-
sumed to be approximately expressed by the combination of templates through
a regularized L1 minimization function with nonnegativity constraints

min
c

‖ Bc− y ‖22 +λ ‖ c ‖1 , s.t. c � 0 , (17)
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where B =
[
T, I,−I

]
is composed of target template set T and trivial template

sets I and −I. Each column in T is a target template generated by reshap-
ing the pixels of a candidate patch into a column vector; and each column in
the trivial template sets is a unit vector that has only one nonzero element.

c =
[
a�, e+�, e−�]� is composed of target coefficients a and positive and nega-

tive trivial coefficients e+ and e−, respectively. The �1-regularized least squares
problem (17) can be efficiently addressed by the interior-point method described
in [17].

Finally, the observation likelihood is derived from the reconstruction error of
y as

p(y) =
1

Γ
exp{−α ‖ Ta− y ‖2} , (18)

where a is obtained by solving the L1 minimization (17), α is a constant con-
trolling the shape of the Gaussian kernel, and Γ is a normalization factor.

4.2 Distracter-Resistant Tracker

To implement our proposed metric to the L1 framework, we replace the Euclidean
distance metric in (17), (18) with our dual-force distance metric. However, we
rebuild the identity matrix in the measure space instead of transforming the
trivial templates because we expect it to bring the same function as it does in
the original space. The objective function of our tracker is written as

c∗ = argmin
c

‖ B∗c− UTy ‖22 +μ ‖ c ‖1, s.t. c � 0, (19)

where B∗ = [UTT, I,−I] is the new template set. Meanwhile (18) should be
modified to

p(y) =
1

Γ
exp{−α ‖ UTTa− UTy ‖2} , (20)

and we still update the template weights and target template as [23].
To increase efficiency, we also employ Bound Particle Resampling (BPR),

proposed in [24], to our tracker. By adopting BPR, only candidates with high
likelihood computed by Least Squares (LS) will be subjected to solving the
computationally expensive L1 minimization without sacrificing resampling pre-
cision. Since the amount of time saved depends on the dissimilarity among the
candidates, our metric preserves the discriminative information and therefore en-
hances the time-reducing power of BPR; thus, more samples would be excluded
from solving the L1 minimization. Furthermore, after projecting both the target
templates and candidate samples in (17) to the low dimensional metric space,
the computation time of BPR and L1 minimization for each sample is saved. As
a result, though training a distance metric costs extra time in each frame, the
total time cost does not increase significantly compared to BPR-L1 in [24] and
our tracker achieves a remarkable performance improvement.
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5 Experiments

We implemented our Dual-Force Metric Learning-based Distracter-Resistant
Tracker by combining the proposed metric learning method with the L1 tracker
[24] and tested the performance on several challenging sequences1. In some of
the sequences, many existing trackers, such as L1 tracker, failed due to the
presence of background distracters. The compared trackers included Fragments-
based tracking (Frag) [1] , Increment Visual Tracking (IVT) [25], Multiple In-
stance Learning (MIL) tracker [3], Visual Tracking Decomposition (VTD) [19]
and Bounded Particle Resampling-based L1 tracker (BPR-L1T) [24]. All of these
trackers are popular and extensively mentioned in the literature. We obtained
the compared tracking results by running the code provided by the original au-
thors. Note that all image are resized to 320×240 for comparison and all trackers
start from a manually selected position of the target in the first frame.

5.1 Qualitative Comparison

The Board sequence tracks a board from a cluttered background. The board
is hung by a rope and rotated by around 40 degrees. The traditional rectan-
gular window used by Frag, VTD and MIL may contain many pixels from the
background and result in locking on the background or drifting from the cen-
ter of the target. BPR-L1T, IVT and our tracker-adopting affine window can
all effectively track the target until fully out-of-plane rotation occurs. However,
our tracker can track the board well even it undergoes the rotation, because we
adaptively learn the metric by selecting the important features and update the
template. A number of tracking results are presented in Fig. 5.1 (A).

The Box sequence tracks a box from the same background as the board se-
quence. Although there is no severe rotation in this sequence, it is also nev-
ertheless challenge due to the existence of many traps in the background, i.e.
distracters. Specifically, the MIL and BPR-L1T lock on the distracter even from
frame 33, as shown in Fig. 5.1 (B). Frag loses the target when the box undergoes
slightly out-of-plane rotation. All trackers lose the target between frame 460 and
frame 486 because of the full occlusion; however, VTD and our tracker wait for
the reappearance of the target, while IVT starts to track the background and
drifts away. With the exception of our tracker, BPR-L1T and other trackers
continuously lock on the distracters for the whole sequence. This demonstrate
the superiority of our proposed metric. The David Indoor sequence is a classical
sequence which contains many challenges such as illumination and pose changes.
Most trackers successfully track the target when the illumination changes, except

1 The box and board sequences were from http://gpu4vision.icg.tugraz.at/

index.php?content=subsites/prost/prost.php. The tiger1 and tiger2 sequences
were from http://vision.ucsd.edu/~bbabenko/project_miltrack.shtml. The
david indoor sequence was from http://www.cs.toronto.edu/~dross/ivt/. ani-
mal and shaking sequences were from http://cv.snu.ac.kr/research/~vtd/. Our
thanks to the authors for their contribution.

http://gpu4vision.icg.tugraz.at/index.php?content=subsites/prost/prost.php.
http://gpu4vision.icg.tugraz.at/index.php?content=subsites/prost/prost.php.
http://vision.ucsd.edu/~bbabenko/project_miltrack.shtml.
http://www.cs.toronto.edu/~dross/ivt/
http://cv.snu.ac.kr/research/~vtd/
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(A) Board & Box (B) David indoor
#077 #411 #588 #007 #058 #138

#033 #493 #913 #168 #208 #306

(C) Tiger1 & Tiger2 (D) Animal
#033 #068 #320 #002 #007 #020

#162 #200 #270 #037 #046 #052

(E) Shaking (F) ThreePastShop1cor
#007 #059 #110 #001 #150 #310

#229 #282 #365 #436 #564 #597

 
 Frag IVT MIL VTD BPR−L1T Ours

Fig. 4. Tracking results of different algorithms. Frame numbers are shown at the top
left of each figure. Note that Fig.5.1 (D) contains the results of two sequences, i.e. the
first row for Tiger1 and the second row for Tiger 2.

for VTD. Following the person’s change of pose, IVT also shrinks to a smaller
window and tracks part of the target. Compared to BPR-L1T, our tracker per-
forms more stably when faced with the pose changes. A number of tracking
results are presented in Fig. 5.1 (C).

The Tiger1 and Tiger2 sequences track a tiger doll from a cluttered back-
ground undergoing many challenges, i.e. occlusion, multiple poses, motion blur
and out-of-plane rotations. Frag, IVT, DVT, MIL and BPR-L1T all suffer from
these challenges and lock on the background, which has a similar appearance to
the target. In Tiger1, IVT locks on the background and even moves off-screen.
Our tracker outperforms other trackers in both these sequences due to the robust
distracter resistance of our proposed metric. A number of clips of the results are
shown in Fig. 5.1 (D).

The results of the Animal and Shaking sequences are shown in Fig. 5.1 (E) and
Fig. 5.1 (F) respectively. In these two sequences, the target has severe motion
blur caused by abrupt movement. Only MIL and our tracker perform well in
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Fig. 5. Position error (in pixel) plot of each tracker on seven tested sequences for
quantitative comparison

Table 1. Average position error (pixels). Bold indicates best performance.

Frag IVT MIL VTD L1T Ours

Board 17.9 11.9 26.8 41.3 14.5 6.3
Box 34.1 59.8 48.0 42.8 80.1 7.9
David indoor 20.5 20.1 16.0 53.8 26.1 8.6
Tiger1 38.6 122.3 26.3 55.5 20.7 6.7
Tiger2 37.5 46.1 16.9 38.5 25.8 6.2
Animal 67.6 143.9 3.7 104 23.1 4.3
Shaking 115.4 112.2 8.2 8.4 59.9 6.7
ThreePastShop1cor 10.0 3.8 21.9 10.0 3.1 3.4

the animal sequence. The shaking sequence is much harder to track due to the
significant pose and illumination changes. Frag, IVT, BPR-L1T all fail to track
the singer in this sequence when these challenges occur. Our tracker survives
because the metric discriminatively resists distracters and the NPE part in our
metric can well preserve the manifold of the target space.

The ThreePastShop1cor sequence tracks one of three men walking through a
corridor. The results are shown in Fig. 5.1 (G). As the target moves from far
to near, IVT, BPR-L1T and our tracker gradually enlarge the tracking window
and result in a satisfactory performance. Other trackers drift from the center
and lock ons part of the person’s body.

5.2 Quantitative Comparison

To quantitatively evaluate the performance of each tracker, we calculate the
distance between the centers of the tracking result and the ground truth in each
frame. We refer to this as ’position error’. For a perfect result, the position error
should be zero. As shown in Fig. 5, the error curves of our tracker are generally
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lower than those of other trackers and are more closer to zero. This means our
tracker effectively tracks the target in all tested sequences.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a novel dual-force distance metric which is elabo-
rately designed for distracter-resistant tracking. The proposed tracker seamlessly
integrates our metric with the L1 minimization framework and takes advantage
perfectly of both the descriptive power of L1 minimization with occlusion ro-
bustness and the discriminative power of our metric with distracter resistance.
We tested our tracker on several challenging sequences and compared it with
several other popular trackers to validate its superiority.
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